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When humans interact, they may make use of a range of resources, such as head 
movements, facial expressions, manual movement, body posture and speech. It 
is assumed that participants both produce and perceive this stream of infor-
mation in a differentiated way: Some segments are attended to as belonging 
to the content of the discourse while others are rather backgrounded and may 
serve to regulate the interaction in terms of speakership and turn-taking.
This thesis is an anthology comprised of four studies that all touch upon 
the role of these backgrounded segments of behaviour in both spoken and 
signed interaction. In particular, I analyse manual movement phases as well as 
self-touching behaviour in the area of the face and the head. It is found that 
participants may tweak individual movement phases (such as withholding the 
retraction to a stable rest position or transforming the manual movement into 
a self-touch) that provide an in situ interpretation of the sequential structure 
(e.g., that a given line of action is complete) and may occasion the emergence 
of hierarchically structured levels of degrees of involvement (e.g., it may indi-
cate suspension of a given line of action).
As a result, I suggest that speakership is best understood as a continuum, rath-
er than a binary concept (i.e. speaker and listener). It turns out that all roles 
within this spectrum are not static ones but have to be enacted and performed 
in order to be perceived as such.
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I show that participants in signed and spoken conversation exploit the same 
resources, i.e. segments of manual movement, as part of the same practices in 
order to regulate speakership and turn-taking. Some of these resources are apt 
to be ascribed a linguistic status as part of the system of a given sign language 
(e.g., Swedish Sign Language and American Sign Language), while in spoken 
language they are often regarded as an add-on to vocal resources. This a priori 
divide between what counts as sign and gesture respectively obscures areas of 
overlap (cf. Kendon 2008) and, in the light of the results, it is suggested to treat 
them in the same way.
Furthermore, with regard to the geographic distance and linguistic diversi-
ty of the languages herein analysed (Swedish Sign Language, Japanese and 
German), I discuss whether the use of manual movement phases as interac-
tional practice may be considered a universal in human interaction.
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chapter 1
Introduction

The erudite reader would expect, at this point, an introductory sentence that 
summarises the content and aims of the present work. I chose to borrow one 
from Adam Kendon:

“Willingly or not, humans, when in co-presence, continuously inform 
one another about their intentions, interests, feelings and ideas by means 
of visible bodily action.” (Kendon, 2004, p. 1)

This sentence very well fits what is presented in this thesis, in the sense that 
(1) I focus on situations when humans are in co-presence, (2) I presuppose that
the body is at all times available to others for interpretation and (3) humans
employ visible behaviour knowing that it can be interpreted by others.
Gesture research generally focusses on overtly communicational bodily behav-
iour, i.e. segments of behaviour such as hand movement as part of an utterance
in order to convey meaning. But my own work instead zooms in on more
backgrounded – nonetheless potentially communicational – bodily behaviour. 
I look into the constituents of action gestalts, i.e. small segments of bodily
movement that together comprise a bigger whole, but are meaningful in their
own right by virtue of being embedded within this very context.
The point of departure for this thesis is the assumption that language in all
its embodied glory – in addition to other forms of visible action that are gen-
erally not considered part of language – is mobilised primarily to the end of
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producing actions as part of social interaction. The thesis is concerned in par-
ticular with the systematicity of the employment of such visible resources in 
social interaction.
But why is it important to scrutinise human behaviour on such a micro-lev-
el? It tells us something about how we interact with one another, and human 
interaction lies, as I believe, at the foundation of sociality. There are all kinds 
of communities on the planet. We speak different languages, have different 
habits and values, wear different clothes, work in different jobs, learn different 
things. Notwithstanding all these differences, there are certain things that are 
shared, certain patterns that exhibit consistency across different communities. 
These shared patterns manifest in certain interactional practices – ways of 
connecting and cooperating with one another – some of which are dealt with 
in this thesis. These practices are mundane and ordinary, and should thus be 
obvious, but perhaps they are too obvious to be noticed as readily analysable 
entities. My job has been to excavate these entities and explicate what we usu-
ally take for granted.
The practices dealt with herein are strong candidates for being universal across 
members of different communication communities that are otherwise consid-
ered unrelated. These findings may offer fresh perspectives on how we perceive 
ourselves and each other as part of a world full of contrasts and diversity and 
relate to the question of whether, at the core, we are perhaps not so different 
from one another after all.

1.1 Preliminaries
Here I will provide some clarifications regarding terminology used herein.
First, lexical items in signed languages are referred to as signs, just like lexical 
items in spoken languages a referred to as words. This is also how I use the 
term sign. I do not use it in order to denote semiotic signs in a Saussurian way.
Second, terminology such as speech, speaker, speakership, listener and talk reflect 
a bias towards the analysis of vocal resources in research on human interac-
tion. However, I use these terms regardless of whether a participant uses vocal 
or visible resources, such as in the case of signed conversation. A speaker may 
thus be a participant who is involved in the activity of producing an utterance, 
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be it vocal or visible or both. Just as asking or answering are not necessarily 
understood as activities that involve vocal resources, speaking is understood as 
utterance production.
I have nonetheless adopted the well-established term spoken language for lan-
guages that utilise vocal resources as their primary modality. The term con-
trasts with signed language, but also with written language, constituting yet 
another terminological headache: Written and spoken language are, in general 
terms, two manifestations of a given language. Signed languages are, however, 
largely unrelated to this given language (unless we are talking about planned 
languages such as manually coded English, which indeed is a signed manifes-
tation of the English language).
In using the term spoken to exclusively denote vocally produced one runs the 
risk of suggesting that participants in signed conversation do not speak. But I 
maintain that what participants do when they produce utterances is not inher-
ently different depending on which modality they use to produce these utter-
ances. Hence I use the term spoken language only because it is well-established, 
albeit reluctantly as I do not concur with the idea that the activity of speaking 
should be reserved for participants who produce utterances vocally.
This is, however, merely a terminological issue. For the sake of comparison, 
other languages offer more accurate ways of terming languages in which sound 
is the modality that interactants chiefly attend to. Examples are the German 
term Lautsprache (“sound language”) and the Japanese term onsei gengo (“voice 
language”), both of which contrast with signed language, but not with written 
language. It would be worth considering to revise the way we refer to such 
languages in English.

1.2 Overall aims of the thesis 
The studies are concerned with the description of visible behaviour, as it occurs 
in interaction. The notion of visible behaviour, in the broad sense, includes all 
kinds of human behaviour that are visibly perceivable, such as walking, sitting, 
postures, head movement, and also involvements or practical actions such as 
reading a book, changing a flat tyre or opening a door. Each of these kinds of 
behaviour allow a percipient – a person who observes or happens to see an 
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action – to assess what a participant is doing and as such they may constitute 
recognisable social actions upon which a percipient can comment or produce 
a responsive action.
In the specific context of this thesis the analysis revolves around the role of 
manual movements phases in both spoken and signed conversation. A move-
ment phase is a discernible segment that is part of a greater whole. For in-
stance, the turning of a book page can be thought of as consisting of three 
phases: (1) a phase during with the hand transitions from a relaxed state and 
moves towards the book, followed by (2) the turning of the page whereafter 
(3) the hand is withdrawn to a relaxed position. Manual movement employed 
as (part of ) utterances in interaction can be broken down in the same way. See 
Chapter 3 for a detailed account.
The overarching aspects that I want to highlight in this chapter are (1) the role 
of manual movement phases in reflecting or creating layers of interaction that 
are hierarchically ordered, (2) the suggestion that speakership – when viewed 
in the context of visible behaviour – is best understood as a non-binary, grad-
ual concept along a continuum of possible involvements (3) the integration of 
both what is counted as gesture and as sign into a single framework of kinesic 
expression and (4) findings that may constitute universals in human commu-
nication, both across languages and cultures, and regardless whether conversa-
tion is spoken or signed.

1.3 Manual movement phases as part of interaction
The first aspect revolves around hierarchically arranged layers in interac-
tion that are reflected or occasioned by participants’ use of movement phases. 
Participants can display boundaries in interaction and may move back and 
forth between the layers. A strong point made in the thesis is that manual 
movement phases are not only dependent on the structure and contents of 
an utterance (as in co-speech gesture, e.g. McNeill, 1992), but that they may 
be mobilised in response to, or in orchestration with, interactional units. This 
holds true for both spoken and signed conversation.
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Phases of manual movement may serve as some sort of delimiter within se-
quential organisation, i.e. the orderly buildup of an utterance in relation to a 
previous utterance. A basic sequence, sometimes referred to as “chunk of ac-
tions” or “bundle of actions” in the individual studies, consists of an initiating 
action (such as, most stereotypically, an enquiry) by a first speaker, a responsive 
action (such as a reply) by a second speaker and often a sequence closing third, 
that is, an action which acknowledges receipt of the responsive action, by the 
first speaker. 
As shown in the studies, this structure is relevant in visible behaviour: The 
kinesic structure of a gesture (Study 1 and 3), a sign (Studies 2 and 3) and to 
some extent of self-touching behaviour (Study 4) is not only tied to the ut-
terance structure as a whole, but also regularly reflects or occasions parts of a 
sequential structure, i.e interrelated chains of utterances. For instance, when 
the speaker of an initiating action mobilises a gesture (in the case of spoken 
conversation), they often hold the gesture in mid-air in coordination with the 
responsive action and retract the hand(s) when the sequence closing third is 
produced. Manual movement is, thus, also related to sequences as a whole. 
The position in space where a gesture or sign is held is variable. The limb may 
be fully extended or it may be in a half-way retracted position. Since tradi-
tional descriptions (see Chapter 3) of movement phases do not capture this 
difference in position, I figured it would be helpful to have terms at hand that 
denote a relative position of the limbs. I introduce the term stage to denote 
the place in space in front of the gesturer or signer where manual movements 
are performed in a fashion to be seen and noticed. The stage contrasts with 
home position, or simply home (Sacks & Schegloff, 2002), which is a position 
of relaxation. Home and stage, thus, can be used to describe the position of 
the hand(s) in space: In a basic manual excursion the limbs travel from home 
to stage where the main part of the movement is performed, after which they 
travel back home. A manual hold, then, may occur in any location between the 
stage and home, and (as argued in Studies 1, 2 and 3) these various positions 
appear to relate to a variable degree of claim of speakership: The closer to the 
stage the hold occurs, the stronger the claim of speakership.
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1.4 Speakership as a non-binary concept
As noted in the previous section, participants can make claims of speakership 
in varying degrees by virtue of bodily conduct. This questions, by extension, 
the concept of speakership as a binary one (i.e. speaker versus listener). I in-
stead argue that it is best viewed as a continuum of possible involvements 
ranging from “actively speaking” to “having no involvement at all”, with speak-
ership, imminent speakership, suspended speakership and so forth as particu-
lar sorts of involvement.
Note that the term speakership as it is used here encompasses, but is not equal 
to, having the turn or having the floor. Sacks et al. (1974) define a turn at talk as a 
unit in conversation that participants in interaction orient to: One participant 
can have the turn at a time. Participants are able to foresee when a speaker’s 
turn is about to end, so that speaker change usually occurs seamlessly. The 
understanding of what a turn constitutes, however, is based on assessing the 
vocal resources that participants employ. But participants orient not only to 
vocal, but also to visible resources when turn-taking is viewed as a multimodal 
phenomenon (cf. Oloff, 2013).
As a result, the boundaries of where speakership starts and ends become less 
clearly defined in comparison with the boundaries of a turn at talk.1 It is ar-
gued that conversational statuses such as currently speaking, incipient speak-
ership, temporarily suspended speakership and so forth are various roles that 
participants actively enact, in employing various resources (including visible 
resources such as manual movement and self-touching behaviour), in order to 
be perceived as such.

1.5 Manual movement in spoken and signed conversation
Another aspect concerns the comparison of two modes of communication – 
spoken and signed conversation. Even though these two modes are different 
from one another in many ways, parallels can be found in particular in the 
organisation of manual movement phases as part of interactional practices.

1  It is for this reason that I gradually refrained from using the term turn, given that it is 
chiefly defined in terms of vocal resources. The term utterance, which is the preferred alter-
native, does not seem to encompass such a modal preference.
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The prevalence of a strong distinction between what is gesture and what is 
sign has, in my opinion, produced misleading assumptions about the role of 
manual movement (cf. Kendon, 2008, 2014). Whereas a sign is considered part 
of a linguistic system, gesture is apt to be considered “non-verbal”, i.e. not part 
of language. It is sometimes said that gestures may function like a word, in 
particular regarding what is referred to as emblems, such as the thumbs-up 
gesture or the OK gesture. McNeill (2005) assigns them a semi-linguistic status, 
arguing that “the OK gesture, like a word, is constrained to assume a certain 
‘phonological’ shape. Yet these constraints are limited and don’t by any means 
amount to a full language” (2005, p. 9). For an example, see Figure 1 (taken 
from Andrén, 2010, p. 58), illustrating an emblem, the hush-gesture, in its pho-
nologically correct (left) and partially correct form.

Figure 1: Correct (left) and partially incorrect forms of an emblem 
(taken from Andrén, 2010, p. 58)

Even though gestures may have similar properties to a word, we rarely find a 
gesture being classed as word.2 Peculiarly, when it comes to signs, the words of 
a sign language (Liddell, 2003, p. 1), there seems to be no doubt that these are 
entities of linguistic nature.

2  This may also be due to the fact that the concept of a “word” seems to be tacitly reserved 
for vocally produced entities in spoken languages, possibly reflecting a linguistic preference 
of arbitrary conventions, rather than iconic representations.
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A contribution of this thesis is towards mitigating this discrepancy by point-
ing to rather obvious yet largely overlooked similarities. It also constitutes a 
contribution towards what Kendon (2008) calls a comparative semiotics of kine-
sic expression. Kendon proposes to leave behind the distinction between gesture 
and sign, suggesting that we need comparative studies of how visible action is 
used in utterance construction, taking into consideration what other modal-
ities (such as the vocal portion of an utterance) are available (2008, p. 359f.).
The thesis investigates the mechanics of kinesics and their role in the deploy-
ment of interactional practices as part of signed conversation in comparison to 
those in spoken conversation. If we assume that these mechanics are inherent 
to sign language as a linguistic system (cf. Bergman [1982] who argues that 
sustained gaze and prolonged hold phases are part of forming a question in 
sign language grammar), then we also need to revisit certain visible compo-
nents in spoken conversation and we need to examine whether these mechan-
ics should be considered part of spoken language, as a linguistic system. As I 
will discuss in the final chapter, it is worth reevaluating our views on whether 
some aspects of visible behaviour such as certain segments of manual move-
ment should be classed as the one or the other.

1.6 Universals in human communication
Some of the interactional practices herein analysed exhibit a systematicity 
across different communication communities to an extent that suggests that 
they may constitute universals in human communication. I draw on conver-
sation data in a range of languages, and the participants are primarily treated 
as interactants within a specific local context, without stipulating that there 
be a priori differences between different language communities, cultures or 
nations. Nor do I believe that what participants do in spoken conversation 
fundamentally differs from what they do in signed conversation. I am purely 
focussing on participant practices, rather than dealing with imposed identities 
of participants as members of certain categories, communities or groups, such 
as nations, languages, native or non-native speakers or deafness. As a result, I 
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found communicational practices that are shared across different communi-
ties, which, in turn, constitutes a contribution towards demystifying specific 
communities.
These findings allude to the existence of universals in human communicative 
behaviour, such as manual holds as part of interactional practices. It is empiri-
cally established that these practices are used in conversation in Swedish Sign 
Language as well as in Japanese. These constitute two distinct communication 
communities, in the sense that they are typically spoken in geographically dis-
tant locations, and also in the sense that the former is a signed and the latter 
a spoken language. Even though the number of participants and field work 
sites is too small to make stable assumptions on universality, it is nonetheless 
intriguing to find the same manual movement patterns as part of the same 
interactional practices, which encourages further investigation of the matter.

1.7 What this thesis frame is about
The remainder of the thesis frame will set the stage for the individual studies, 
introduce and discuss the method and terminology, and bind the studies to-
gether in a coherent way. In Chapter 2 I give an account of the video data and 
corpora subjected to analysis, and I illustrate the way I dealt with representa-
tions of videotaped interaction. In Chapter 3 I introduce terminology and re-
view literature related to gesture, sign, visible behaviour and human interac-
tion in general. Chapter 4 provides a summary and further discussion of the 
individual studies. In Chapter 5 I draw conclusions and discuss implications.
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chapter 2
Gathering data  
and making sense of them

This chapter describes how data were gathered and how transcripts of stretch-
es of interaction were produced. Making sense of the data is crucial, given that 
the studies are intrinsically data-driven. Transcriptions are a way of making 
the data accessible on paper to the reader, but, on the other hand, the very act 
of producing transcriptions and annotations, along with repeated viewings, is 
a process that helps with identifying phenomena and finding patterns and or-
derliness in the data, and is thus of immense benefit to the analyst.
The act of transcribing, i.e. rendering what is being said or done in interaction 
into written form, is an analytic activity that draws on the transcriber’s knowl-
edge about the social world they are part of. Due to the simple fact that it is 
impossible to include the sheer variety of participant behaviour in the tran-
scription, the transcriber needs to be selective, and also the choice of including 
certain aspects and disregarding others is up the analyst. The final transcripts 
may thus differ tremendously depending on the choices on transcriber’s part 
and on the purpose of the analysis. 
A further issue, then, is the choice of how the data should be presented to the 
audience. The dilemma, however, is that studies such as the ones presented 
as part of this thesis are commonly printed on static, rather two-dimensional 
paper. When attempting to bring motion pictures into a paper-friendly form, 
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one will notice that there are a myriad of ways to achieve this, some of which 
will be dealt with in this chapter. Also, this choice has an impact on how the 
audience digests it (Mondada, 2007a). 
This chapter thus gives an account of what kind of data the analyses in the 
respective studies are based upon as well as how they were gathered and an-
notated. Furthermore, I will describe the steps I took in order to create tran-
scripts on paper from videotaped data while attempting to preserve accessibil-
ity to the reader.

2.1  Overview of the data
The studies in this thesis draw on data partly made available by other re-
searchers and partly gathered by myself. Specifically, I made use of five cor-
pora: (1) Natural Conversation Corpus Japanese from Kobe University, (2) 
Natural Conversation Corpus German from Kobe University (3) the Sakura 
corpus from TalkBank (MacWhinney, 2007), (4) the Swedish Sign Language 
corpus (Mesch, Wallin, Nilsson, & Bergman, 2012) and (5) data gathered by 
myself. The data from corpora were chosen with respect to their authenticity, 
i.e. I chose datasets in which the flow of conversation is constrained as little as
possible and which exhibited a balanced exchange of utterances, rather than
situations in which the participants were asked to retell a story or otherwise
experimentally induced talk.
The different corpora listed here feature conversation in a number of languag-
es: German, Japanese, Swedish and Swedish Sign Language. However, I do
not take a contrastive approach to the data, i.e. I do not use the language as
a variable. Also, the analyses are not meant to represent the data as a whole. 
The different corpora are rather used as a database which I draw on in order
to illustrate specific interactional features.
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2.1.1  Natural Conversation Corpus Japanese
This corpus was recorded as part of a research project3 at Kobe University, 
Japan. It consists of videotaped dyadic conversation among students (24 ses-
sions of approximately 60 minutes each). The participants were instructed 
to talk freely, without being assigned any topics. I am indebted to Toshiyuki 
Sadanobu for granting me access to the corpus along with transcriptions. I was 
not involved in the recording of this dataset.

2.1.2  Natural Conversation Corpus German
I gathered this corpus myself as part of a research project at Kobe University.4 
It consists of videotaped conversation in German among students and friends. 
The conversation was mostly dyadic, but sometimes included three or more 
participants. The recordings took place partly in Japan, partly in Germany. 
The corpus has a length of approximately ten hours.

2.1.3  Sakura Corpus
This corpus was originally recorded as part of several graduation theses at 
Aichi Shukutoku University, Japan. It comprises 18 sessions of videotaped 
conversation among university students in groups of four. The participants 
were provided with the topic of conversation prior to the recording, but were 
otherwise allowed to talk freely and deviate from the initial topic. The corpus 
has an overall duration of seven hours and 30 minutes. The video files plus 

3  Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research A 16202006 “Developing teaching materials for 
education of spoken Japanese based on contrastive studies among Japanese, English and 
Chinese” from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology ( Ja-
pan) between 2004 and 2006. For more information about the project see: https://kaken.
nii.ac.jp/d/p/16202006.en.html

4  Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research A 19202013 “Speech Grammar based on Speaker’s 
Characters” from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 
( Japan) between 2007 and 2010. For more information about the project see: https://kaken.
nii.ac.jp/d/p/19202013.en.html 

https://kaken.nii.ac.jp/d/p/16202006.en.html
https://kaken.nii.ac.jp/d/p/16202006.en.html
https://kaken.nii.ac.jp/d/p/19202013.en.html
https://kaken.nii.ac.jp/d/p/19202013.en.html
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detailed transcriptions have been made available to researchers as part of the 
TalkBank project (MacWhinney, 2007).5 I was not involved in recording this 
dataset.

2.1.4  Swedish Sign Language Corpus
The Swedish Sign Language Corpus comprises free dyadic conversation 
and was recorded and annotated as part of a research project at Stockholm 
University (Mesch, Rohdell, & Wallin, 2014; Mesch et al., 2012).6 Apart from 
free conversation, the corpus also features recordings of narrations and retell-
ing tasks. These were not utilised in this thesis, as free conversation yields a 
more frequent back and forth in terms of turn-taking, which is more typical 
of everyday conversation. The part of the corpus that was subjected to analysis 
has a total length of one hour and 50 minutes.

2.1.5 Data that I gathered myself
The collection of my own data took place in Japan and Sweden. The sites of 
data collection are very diverse: home parties, dinner at a restaurant, an after-
work gathering, guests at a guest house gathering in the living room, a barbe-
cue in a park, classroom interaction, among others.
Even though the amount of data might appear huge, it should be kept in mind 
that a great deal of it is not visible in the resulting studies. Parts of the data 
have been annotated in detail, were presented and discussed in data sessions, 
or have in other ways provided me with inspiration. I did not necessarily go 
through all of the data for each type of analysis, but all of the data presented 
herein, albeit only visible in the studies to some extent, have thus been an in-
tegral part of the thesis as a whole.

5  For more information about the corpus see: http://search.language-archives.org/record.
html?id=talkbank_org_CABank-Sakura

 The corpus can be downloaded from: http://talkbank.org/cabank/
6  The corpus and annotation files with Swedish translations are available for download from 

the Stockholm University website: www.ling.su.se/teckensprakskorpus 

http://search.language-archives.org/record.html?id=talkbank_org_CABank-Sakura
http://search.language-archives.org/record.html?id=talkbank_org_CABank-Sakura
http://talkbank.org/cabank/
http://www.ling.su.se/teckensprakskorpus
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Participants’ informed consent
Prior to the start of the recording, as a rule, the participants were asked wheth-
er they consent to being recorded and if so, whether they were willing to fill 
out a consent form. Sometimes before, but mostly after the recording, the par-
ticipants were asked for their written consent. This was done using a consent 
form that provides the participants with information about the intended use, 
manner of storage and handling of personal information. If the participants 
agreed, they were asked to write their name and date of birth and provide their 
signature or name seal.

Field work sites
As for field work sites, I tried to find occasions in which participants have al-
ready gathered somewhere for some reason, and to do the recording as a back-
ground activity – i.e. the recording was not the main reason for the gathering. 
The part of the dataset collected in Japan mainly consists of friends and 
co-workers gathering at locations such as restaurants and private homes and 
has an approximate total length of eleven hours.
Also, I participated in an intermediate course in Swedish Sign Language held 
in small groups of two to eight participants. I took the chance to ask the teach-
er and the participants for their consent to videotape some of the sessions, 
which resulted in a corpus of approximately eight hours of conversation data 
in the sign language class. The teacher being deaf and the participants being 
hearing resulted in mixed use of spoken and signed language, with a great deal 
of language-blending and language-switching. A part of this dataset was used 
in Study 3. 

Equipment
For videotaping I used digital cameras with video recording as an add-on 
function, which turned out to be sufficient for my purposes. The camera was 
either furnished with a tripod or a strong clip, which proved especially useful 
when attaching the camera to the branches of a tree or to the backrest of a 
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chair. Built-in microphones in digital cameras tend to be of questionable qual-
ity. In many cases I remedied this by using an audio recorder – in addition to 
the camera – which I placed in the vicinity of the participants.

Conversion and editing
After the recordings, the resulting video (from the digital camera) and au-
dio files (from the audio recorder) were synchronised and stored in a sin-
gle file. For video editing, including this process, I used Avidemux7 as well as 
Handbrake8, both of which are open-source software.

2.2 Data transcription and data presentation
The activity of transcribing is in itself an activity that presupposes knowl-
edge of what is going on within a given stretch of interaction. These are 
skills that we learn through being part of a given communication community. 
Transcribing is thus an interpretative and analytic activity and researchers very 
often disagree on one or another method of transcription.
Every interactional analyst is faced with the question of how to design the 
transcript. This choice has two layers that are relevant for (1) analysis and (2) 
presentation. By the former I mean that the choice of the method of transcrip-
tion has an impact on how we, as analysts, view the data, i.e. which phenomena 
or aspects in the data appear salient to us. The latter, presentation, is about 
how we present the data to an audience, in contexts such as a journal publica-
tion or a conference. These layers should be regarded as two separate aspects of 
transcription, and, in my case, they are constituted by two separate transcripts.
It should also be kept in mind that transcripts alone should not be considered 
data. They are secondary products merely reflecting parts of the primary data 
– the recorded video or audio stream (cf. Mondada, 2007a). Producing these
secondary data allows the analyst to practice defamiliarising and detaching
themselves from the interaction in the primary data, but also to consciously

7  http://fixounet.free.fr/avidemux/
8  https://handbrake.fr/

http://fixounet.free.fr/avidemux/
https://handbrake.fr/
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alter the way they view the interaction. This can be achieved by choosing to 
highlight certain segments of behaviour that are to be analysed, thus allowing 
reassessment of the primary data.
Producing transcripts that let the primary data appear in a different light, 
which, in turn, affects the method of transcription, is a back-and-forth process 
between data and transcription. The use of annotation or transcription soft-
ware, such as elan9 (Wittenburg, Brugman, Russel, Klassmann, & Sloetjes, 
2006) or clan10, allows the user to link primary and secondary data, contrib-
uting to an increased efficiency of this process.
At the same time, as different analytic software tools have different affor-
dances and offer a variety of ways to represent the primary data, the choice of 
a tool has an impact on how the analyst may view the data. Tools such as clan 
and Transana11 enable the analyst to produce transcripts in a fashion that re-
sembles text on a sheet of paper. This resemblance makes this sort of transcript 
easily accessible. Also, turn ends are usually represented by line breaks, which 
facilitates an analysis focussing on turn-taking and sequentiality. However,  
seen that they are text-based, they compromise for a precise description of 
overlapping or simultaneously occurring segments of behaviour.
Time-axis-based tools such as elan or anvil12, on the other hand, represent 
time as an endless timeline and allow the user to add an infinite number of 
parallel rows (referred to as tiers in elan) on which annotations can be placed. 
This method of transcription highlights the fact that several interactional 
phenomena occur at the same time and thus fosters a description not only of 
behaviour that can be represented by text, but also of visible behaviour that can 
be easily annotated.
The second issue regarding the way data excerpts should be presented, again, 
is very different from the practice of transcribing. While in transcribing it is 
central to discover, systematise and make collections of phenomena, when it 

9  https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/ 
10 http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/clan/
11  http://www.transana.org/ 
12  http://www.anvil-software.org/

https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/
http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/clan/
http://www.transana.org/
http://www.anvil-software.org/
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comes to presentation, the focus shifts to viewer-friendliness, zooming in on 
the phenomena relevant for the respective study and at the same time blocking 
out what is less relevant.
One of the most widespread systems of transcription is the Jeffersonian tran-
scription notation ( Jefferson, 1996; Sacks et al., 1974; Schegloff, 2007). This 
system has been developed and modified over time and according to the 
purpose of study may accommodate gaze direction (Goodwin, 1981), manual 
movement phases (Hosoma, 2009), manual and bodily movements (Mondada, 
2007b, 2009) or non-vocal lip-movement (Oloff, 2013). 
The more complexity and analytical depth a transcript offers, the more diffi-
cult the viewer will find it to decipher. A way to drastically make an excerpt of 
conversation more accessible is to transform the interaction into comic strips, 
such as in Andrén (2010, 2012), Ivarsson (2010) and Laurier (2014). Doing so 
has several advantages: A comic is a format that the majority of readers should 
be familiar with, and so a long appendix listing transcription conventions is 
not necessary. Also, this format has been developed for the very purpose of 
depicting visuals, so it perfectly suits an analysis in which visible behaviour 
is central. They are thus ideal in order to give the viewer a rough idea of the 
content of an interaction.
A major downside of using comic strips as excerpts, however, is that the rep-
resentation of time is blurred: Every frame in a comic strip excerpt consti-
tutes a specific stage in interaction that is considered essential by the ana-
lyst. However, it is rarely transparent how much time has passed between the 
frames, nor is it evident from what specific moment in interaction the frame 
originates. Furthermore, it would be a rather complicated undertaking to mark 
overlap and speech gaps, not to mention the timing of bodily movement.
My own analyses rely to a high degree on the accurate rendering of time (be 
it absolute or in relation to vocal speech), while at the same time the excerpts 
are intended to be easily accessible. For this reason, I devised an alternative 
way of rendering stretches of interaction as excerpts. The following section is 
dedicated to a documentation of the procedures I have taken.
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2.3 Workflow for producing transcripts
The question of in what way one should transform video data into an excerpt 
on a static sheet of paper is a practical issue for all researchers dealing with the 
analysis of interaction. Even though there appear to have been attempts to de-
velop a tool aiding the conversion from elan annotations to text and screen-
shots (Clair-Antoine Veyrier, 2013, personal communication), I am not aware 
of such a tool that is functional. This time-consuming process thus remains a 
manual task. In this subsection I will describe my own workflow for this task.
We start out with a stretch of interaction readily annotated in elan, with 
the tiers comprising all relevant information. For spoken conversation, this 
may comprise tiers for vocal behaviour, a word-by-word gloss and a transla-
tion of vocal behaviour and gesture phases. For signed conversation, the tiers 
would include, for example, manual movement phases, a word-by-word gloss 
for signs, and a translation. In the case of spoken conversation, I find it most 
intuitive when visible behaviour is aligned to the vocal behaviour tier (see 
Figure 3), because viewers should be able to infer the approximate length of a 
movement when put into relation to a stretch of talk. In transcripts of signed 
conversation a time axis gives the viewer a rough idea of the length of a specific 
sign or movement phase (see Figure 5).
In this example I will use a transcript from spoken conversation in Japanese. 
The goal is to create a transcript in which visible behaviour is aligned to the 
vocal behaviour tier. I start out by taking screenshots of points in interaction 
that will be included in the final transcript and by marking in the speech tier 
where they originate. Next, in the speech tier I mark the points in time of 
onsets and endpoints of the kinds of visible behaviour that are to be included 
(Figure 2). The resulting vocal/visible behaviour tier hybrid looks like this:

 /uchi /mo: #/ha*:::*- /haha#oya ga (.) mo/rota/ra# /tsukeru (.) itsu/mo.

In my own personal convention, slashes represent gesture phase onsets (the 
very last one representing the endpoint of a retraction phase) and hashes rep-
resent the timing of screenshots. Other symbols (such as ‘(.)’ and ‘*’) are part 
of vocal speech transcription.
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This vocal/visible behaviour tier hybrid, along with the word-to-word gloss 
and the translation, is copied into an empty Adobe Illustrator document, 
where the visible behaviour is then manually added in an annotation-like fash-
ion, while paying attention to the alignment between vocal and visible com-
ponents. Also, arrows are added above the visible behaviour tier, indicating the 
point in time where screenshots originated.
The screenshots are edited in Adobe Photoshop in such way that the par-
ticipants’ bodily and manual configuration are easily discernible. The edited 
screenshots are then placed in the Illustrator document, resulting in a tran-
script as shown in Figure 3.
For transcripts of signed interaction, I have a slightly different procedure. I 
take a screenshot from elan of the part of the interaction that is to be in-
cluded in the transcript. This screenshot is inserted into an empty Illustrator 
document and used as a template for creating rectangle objects representing 
manual movement phases (Figure 4).

Figure 2: Annotated stretch of interaction in ELAN

Figure 3: Finished transcript of spoken conversation (appears as Excerpt 1 in Study 4)
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After this step, I add tiers for the word-by-word gloss, the translation and a 
time axis that is also alined to the underlying template from elan. Screenshots 
of the participants are then placed into the Illustrator document. A portion of 
the resulting transcript is depicted in Figure 5. 

This process is time-consuming, and will hopefully not be necessary any 
longer once we either have a functional conversion tool at our disposal or leave 
behind paper as a medium for the presentation of video data. 

Figure 4: Producing transcripts from signed conversation

Figure 5: Finished transcript (appears as Excerpt 1 in Study 2)
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chapter 3
Key concepts in  
social interaction  
and visible behaviour

This chapter is largely dedicated to an overview of the analytical terminology 
used herein, including my own novel terminology introduced in the studies. I 
will also discuss analytic concepts with regard to how they relate to individual 
studies of this thesis.

3.1 The description of manual movement phases
When we use the words gesture or sign in everyday conversation, we usually 
mean a temporally delimited stretch of manual movement that we recognise 
as a meaning-laden entity. But when we look at manual movement as (part 
of ) utterance within social interaction, we will find that timing and alignment 
matter in all stages of manual movement; from the point in time when the 
hand starts to travel towards the place of articulation until the moment when 
the hand reaches a relaxed position.
Adam Kendon’s notation for what he refers to as gesture phases is the most 
widely recognised notation for describing these stages of manual movement. 
This notation is adopted in this thesis, albeit in a slightly extended form. Also, 
I refer to these phases as manual movement phases, a more general term that 
does not run risk to be understood as excluding movement phases seen in 
signed conversation. 
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In manual movement, Kendon (2004, p. 111) states, the hands undertake a 
movement excursion. Within this excursion, the hands move from a relaxed 
position towards the place of articulation, a transitional movement referred to 
as the preparation phase. The main, expressive part of the manual movement 
is called the stroke, and it is this segment of the movement excursion that is 
recognised as “the gesture” in every day terms, i.e. the segment that comes to 
be seen as carrying meaning. The segment during which the hand is brought 
back to some relaxed position is generally called the retraction (cf. McNeill, 
1992), even though Kendon (2004) himself refers to it as recovery. Finally, a 
segment in which the hand stops and freezes within a movement excursion is 
called a hold.
Kita et al. (1997) have added some further distinctions, which were subse-
quently adopted by Kendon: namely, the pre-stroke hold (a hold phase that 
occurs before the stroke) and the post-stroke hold (a hold phase that occurs 
after the stroke). Also, Kendon sets forth the notion of the nucleus, a segment 
composed of the stroke and any post-stroke hold following it, stating that the 
nucleus is “interpreted as that part of the action that carries the expression or 
meaning” (2004, p. 112).
This notation of manual movement phases can be applied to manual move-
ment as part of both spoken and signed conversation. It should be noted 
that, confusingly, similar notions are prominent in the field of sign language 
phonology. In this field, the main focus of investigation has been on move-
ment phases that constitute a lexical item – that is, movement segments that 
help to describe the composition of the stroke phase of a sign. According to 
Liddell and Johnston (1989), any given sign is seen as composed of a sequence 
of movements and holds. For instance, a sign in which the hands move from 
one position to another position is said to be composed of the sequence hold 
– movement – hold. The notions of hold and movement in this line of research
denote segments that are internal to the production of a given sign, i.e. they
are part of what is referred to as a stroke in Kendon’s terminology. The notion
of movement and hold are solely intended for the phonological description
of a sign. Movement and hold segments that occur for reasons other than the
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production of lexical items (and which thus are not necessarily part of the 
sign) are not taken into account. For the sake of clarity it should be noted that 
this is not the way these terms are understood in this thesis.
Finally, the position of relaxation that the hands assume before and after a 
movement excursion is called rest position (Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 1992) or, as 
in this thesis, home position or simply home (Sacks & Schegloff, 2002).

3.2 Extended terminological apparatus
In the course of examining and annotating video data, I frequently came across 
segments of manual movement that were of a disputable status. In particular, 
I was quite frequently faced with segments of non-movement that could be 
classed as neither holds nor home. They could not fully be classed as holds 
given that (1) they are often preceded by a retraction, even though the hand 
does not go all the way to a relaxed home position, and that (2) the manual 
configuration, i.e. the hand shape formed by the digits, that has been apparent 
during the stroke is released – that is, some local relaxation has taken place. On 
the other hand, they do not quality for home position, given that the arm and 
hand are still maintained in position somewhat away from the body. I termed 
this sort of segment provisional home position (as in Study 1), given that it is a 
bodily configuration primarily assumed by participants who are momentarily 
not producing talk. However, in later studies (Study 2, 3) I refer to this seg-
ment as a half–hold. This, then, contrasts with the canonical Kendonian notion 
of a hold, in which the manual configuration is preserved. I call this segment 
a full–hold (Study 2, 3) and, in cases in spoken conversation where such a hold 
extends over the boundaries of the vocal portion of an utterance, a prolonged 
hold (Study 1).
Provisional home position and half–hold essentially refer to the same phe-
nomenon: a segment of non-movement in an intermediate position that fore-
shadows change in either direction. The shift in terminology was made in 
order to make it more consistent and give a clearer idea of what the segments 
are about. In addition, the terms full–hold and half–hold are better suited to 
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reflect the idea that segments of non-movement are not binary (i.e. either a 
hold or home position), but can occur in stages anywhere between the location 
where the stroke occurs and home.
There are a few researchers who make similar distinctions. Kendon (1980) uses 
the term partial recovery in order to denote a transitional phase in which “the 
hand does not return all the way to the position it was in” (1980, p. 213) before 
the preparation.13 In Baker’s (1977) early work on signed conversation, she pro-
poses a set of terms – full-rest, half-rest and quarter-rest – that are fine-tuned 
descriptions of possible positions in which the hands are in some way sus-
tained by the body or a surface, whereas my own terms denote manual states 
in which the limbs are supported solely by the arms in mid-air. 
Similarly, Andrén (2012, p. 151) uses the term intermediate home position, which 
is similar to my own. Also, DeStefani (2007) distinguishes between maintain-
ing a gesture (maintien gestuel), corresponding to full–holds, and suspending a 
gesture (suspension gestuelle), corresponding to half–holds. Furthermore, in her 
work on practices of dropping out or withdrawing from an overlap (i.e. two 
or more participants speaking at the same time), Oloff (2013) finds that this 
practice is organised in a number of stages from partial to full withdrawal. She 
refers to intermediate stages as “being on standby”, during which participants 
show that they are anticipating the next possible slot for gaining speakership.
These segments of manual non-movement occur with different degrees of 
muscular tension/relaxation and in different positions relative to the body of 
the participant and the location where the stoke has taken place. While there 
is a term for the position of the hands when they are relaxed (home position), 
there is no established term denoting the location in space where the hands 
are showing, regardless of what kind of movement phase they are involved in. 
In the studies I developed the term stage to denote this location, in analogy 
to its everyday meaning as a place where people perform in public in order to 

13  Note, however, that Kendon’s (1980) term denotes a movement phase that results in this 
position. My own term, in contrast, denotes the manual configuration (position and hand 
shape) resulting from such a partial recovery.
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be seen and noticed. Thus, when the hands are on stage, they are performing 
in some sense, regardless of whether they are enacting, moulding, drawing, 
sketching etc., and regardless of whether they are moving or motionless. 
It should be kept in mind that the stage and home are considered two ends 
of a continuum rather than a binary distinction, i.e. the hands may stop to 
move on stage or in any location on their way between stage and home. The 
hands may also take a detour to touching the face or the head, as shown in 
Study 4 regarding self-touching behaviour. This can also be considered part of 
the stage–home continuum, given that keeping the hand in the area around 
the face or the head often qualifies as a provisional position, a segment during 
which the hands are neither performing nor relaxed.
McNeill (1992) devised a scheme for coding the position in space where a 
gesture occurs, called the gesture space (see Figure 5). It is rendered as a two-di-
mensional area with an x-axis (for horizontal movements) and a y-axis (for 
vertical movements). In a way, the terms stage and home complement this 
scheme with a z-axis for movements away from and back to the speaker.

Figure 5: Gesture space according to McNeill (1992, p. 89)
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Finally, there is another term concerning movement phases, namely, the pro-
longed stroke, introduced in Study 2 on signed conversation. It denotes a seg-
ment of movement on the stage in which the hand shape, position and move-
ment of the sign are preserved for a markedly extended period of time. Note 
that a prolonged stroke cannot be applied to all manual actions, given that 
some do not feature motion as part of their stroke (such as pointing). McNeill 
(2005) refers to such motionless strokes as stroke hold, pointing out that “such 
movements are strokes in the sense of meaning and effort but occur with mo-
tionless hands” (2005, p. 32). In cases where such a stroke hold is preserved for 
an extended amount of time, they are virtually equivalent to post-stroke holds, 
i.e. it is not possible to delimit where (and if ) the stroke ends and where the
post-stroke hold begins. 
On the other hand, in manual expressions that feature movement, it is possible
to preserve the movement pattern for an extended amount of time by slowing
down the movement or repeating it more often than usual. Only in such cases
is it possible to speak of prolonged strokes.

3.3 Participant practices involving manual movement
Janet Bavelas is one of the more famous proponents of the idea that gesture 
is not always part of utterance construction, but that it also serves interac-
tive functions and that gesture “may be tailored for a particular addressee in a 
particular conversation” (Bavelas, 1994, p. 206). What she and her colleagues 
refer to as interactional gestures resemble to what I deal with in the studies, in 
the sense that they “assist the dialogue itself rather than serving semantic or 
syntactic functions” (Bavelas, Chovil, Coates, & Roe, 1995, p. 404). The prac-
tices investigated in this thesis are employed as (part of ) social actions, i.e. by 
definition, they can only occur within interaction. Bavelas’s studies focus on 
conventionalised gestures, i.e. on the stroke phase of manual excursions, that 
are employed as social practices, whereas my own studies primarily zoom in 
on phases of manual excursions other than the stroke and on how they may 
constitute social actions in their own right.
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Along these lines, other researchers have shown that manual movement is 
related to turn-taking – e.g., it may foreshadow an utterance or indicate that 
an action has ended. In this subsection I review literature suggesting that par-
ticipants employ manual movement not only as part of utterances, but also in 
order to regulate the interaction itself. The literature reviewed here deals pri-
marily with manual movement as it occurs in spoken conversation.
Sciubba (2010) takes bodily movement into account in relation to the organ-
isation of turn-taking and reports two practices: (1) when participants end, or 
are about to end, an utterance, they may withdraw or “undo” whatever visible 
behaviour has been prominent during the utterance and (2) participants may 
show their imminent speakership by virtue of visible action that foreshad-
ows a vocal utterance. She predominantly analyses manual movement, but also 
points out that relaxing the body posture, closing the eyes and smiling may be 
employed in order to show that an action is about to end. She also observes 
that participants who are about to produce an utterance may indicate this by 
moving their hands towards the stage and keeping them there (i.e. employing 
a pre-stroke hold), often at times when another participant is still speaking.
Very similarly, Streeck (2009) discusses the role of manual movement in fore-
shadowing further actions to come, a practice that he calls forward-gestur-
ing. He points out that participants can project, i.e. foreshadow (see section 
3.7), incipient speakership by moving their hands towards the stage. Manual 
movement can also display a participant’s stance (or propositional attitude) in 
what they are going to say. He observes that such actions involving manual 
movement may appear well before the participant in question produces a vocal 
utterance.
Streeck also presents a case in which the hands are held on stage after ut-
terance completion “as unfilled time passes during the conversation and its 
progression is suspended” (p. 175). Such held hand shapes manifest within the 
interactional structure of a sequence (i.e. a chain of interrelated social actions; 
see 3.6), namely that the production of an initiating action requires a respon-
sive action in order to be completed. He concludes that (1) human interaction 
is forward-oriented and that (2) multimodal resources are deployed in order to 
foreshadow foregrounded behaviour through backgrounded modalities.
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Clark (2005) analyses sustained pointing gestures used for directing the atten-
tion of another participant to something or someone and remarks that par-
ticipants “often maintained their touching, giving it a time course that they 
exploited for communicative purposes” (p. 511).
He identifies three phases within this practice: (1) initiation: “I now want you 
to attend to this”, (2) maintenance: “I continue to want you to attend to this”, 
(3) termination: “I now consider your attention to this to be complete” (p. 511). 
In the case of pointing gestures, the initiation phase corresponds to moving 
the hand towards the stage, the maintenance phase to holding the pointing 
hand on stage, and the termination phase to the retraction towards home. 
Clark points out that the termination only occurs when the recipient of the 
gesture produced some kind of acknowledgement (such as “m-hm”). Thus, 
the retraction phase of manual movement may in many cases be a matter of 
whether the recipient has registered the action.
As Clark argues, the termination of a manual visible action, i.e. the retraction 
phase, has a potential of gaining an in situ meaning. Related to this, Andrén 
(2012) finds that this movement can be tweaked in a way that emphasises 
its meaning of completion: Participants employ stylised manners of retrac-
tion, marked retractions, that mark the completion of an activity. The notion 
of marked retractions captures the fact that these transitional movements may 
have a stroke-like or gesture-like character in their performance. Transitional 
phases, such as the retraction phase, are not limited to being practical move-
ments, during which the hand “merely” returns to home, but they can be read 
as having an additional layer of meaning: Retracting the hand implies that 
the activity in which the hand has been involved or where it originates has 
finished, and performing the retraction in a marked manner puts emphasis on 
the fact that the activity is complete.
This is also illustrated by Hosoma (2009), who investigates hold phases in 
manual movement and relates them to the production and structure of the 
actions by other participants. He refers to gestures that feature a hold phase 
extending partly over the boundaries of the vocal portion of the utterance 
as grand gestures (presumedly due to the fact that they delimit larger units) 
and in a later work extended gesture unit (2011). His point of departure is a 
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model of discourse structure consisting of three stages: initiation, response, 
feedback. He finds that manual movements employed by the initiating party 
are at times held until a recipient produces a response, or even until the initiat-
ing party gives feedback. Furthermore, he shows that (1) a manual hold by an 
initiating party can be mitigated, i.e. moved slightly towards home, as a reac-
tion to silence, i.e. to the fact that a response is noticeably absent, and that (2) 
a manual hold by an initiating party can be retracted as a reaction to a negative 
response. Given that a manual hold originating in an initiating action can ex-
tend over a second action while referring back to the first, this study challenges 
the notion of an utterance as a clearly delimited and readily analysable entity. 
It also suggests that manual movement is not just related to producing gestural 
meaning itself, but also constitutes a display of understanding of a whole in-
teractional unit, so that the retraction phase may show the completion of such 
a unit rather than merely the termination of the gesture itself.
Phases of manual movement may also pertain across longer stretches of talk 
by different speakers, as illustrated in Mondada (2007b). She identifies various 
resources that participants make use of in order to negotiate turn allocation, 
i.e. an indication of which participant will be allotted speakership. One of 
these resources is constituted by persisting pointing gestures. Mondada states 
that “speakership […] is not strictly limited within turn (verbal) boundaries, 
but […] interactively shaped” (p. 215). Persisting pointing may imply a cate-
gorisation of the sequence as being an insertion or momentary suspension (p. 
216). Participants design the span of their actions and indicate whether they 
have been responded to in an adequate way, as they are responsible for the se-
quence they have initiated. 
Thus, visible actions, such as pointing, also have an interactional dimension 
which is relevant for turn-taking. The setting investigated in the study – meet-
ings in which the participants work with cartographic material – has a strong 
focus on deictic activities, which, in turn, legitimises an analysis of pointing 
gestures as foreshadowing speakership. As a consequence, different settings in 
which different activities are relevant could make available other resources for 
the organisation and projection of turn-taking.
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Andrén (2011) approaches the issue of extended units of manual action from 
a slightly different angle: He investigates children’s pointing stroke endpoints 
set in relation to the kind of response the interlocutor (the parent) gives. The 
data are coded according to the relative length of the hold phase (short, be-
tween turns, sustained), the degree of response (no response, minimal response, 
expanded response) and, in cases of sustained pointing gestures, according to 
the communicative effort (plain hold, renewed stroke, upgraded renewal). He 
finds that (1) the parent tentatively gave more elaborate responses when the 
child employed sustained pointing gestures and that (2) in cases of sustained 
pointing, receiving a (satisfactory) response is the main condition in order to 
withdraw the pointing. His findings suggest that what the children are seek-
ing is not solely to achieve shared reference to certain things around them, but 
also to receive evaluations or comments on the object that is being pointed to. 
Also, given that the children’s communicative apparatus appears to comprise 
this practice, it should be considered a quite fundamental one to human in-
teraction in general.

3.4 Hierarchically structured levels of activity
It was said above that participants in interaction may indicate their engage-
ment or involvement in the conversation by virtue of manual movement. 
Involvement is a term borrowed from Goffman (1963) who discusses involve-
ments in various activities, such as walking, knitting, smoking, reading or 
humming. Involvements can be divided into main involvements, which ab-
sorb the major part of an individual’s attention, and side involvements, which 
an individual can pursue on the side without threatening the maintenance of 
the main involvement (p. 43). Furthermore, Goffman distinguishes between 
dominant and subordinate involvements. A subordinate involvement can be 
continued until a social occasion obliges an individual to cease that activity 
and focus on something else. For example, “while waiting to see an official, an 
individual may converse with a friend [or] read a magazine […], only until his 
turn is called” (p. 44). The individual then is obliged to set aside the activity, 
even if it is unfinished.
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I proposed the term of the stage, which is opposed to home, and argued that 
these two positions should be considered respective ends of a continuum. 
Depending on where along this continuum a segment of non-movement oc-
curs, we find varying degrees of claim of speakership or displays of involve-
ment in the interaction. Such segments occurring in an intermediate position 
between the stage and home can often be observed in contexts where the 
projected trajectory of an activity or line of action is interrupted, paused or 
suspended due to another activity that is imitated by another participant. 
Participants can thus show which activity they are involved in and which one 
of these is ranked higher for the time being. In such cases we find hierarchi-
cally structured levels that participants deal with, and they manage to do so by 
orchestrating and neatly adjusting visible resources. This is not only achieved 
by virtue of manual movement but includes other kinds of visible behaviour, 
such as body posture (as discussed briefly in Study 1). 
This is, however, not a novel idea. Scheflen (1964) argues that bodily behaviour, 
in this case body posture, is linked to interaction and reflects both the relation-
ship between the interactants as well as what kind of activity they are currently 
engaged in. As a preliminary observation, he points out that “human behavior 
can be communicative whether or not it is intended to communicate” (1964, p. 
318). He argues that, on the one hand, there seem to be postural shifts that are 
indeed read as social actions, e.g., shifts in which the body moves away from 
the other participant(s) appear to indicate completion and temporary disen-
gagement (p. 324). On the other hand, Scheflen points out that that posture 
shifts have no meaning in themselves but only when viewed in relation to their 
context of occurrence: “social investigators must avoid a glossary in which one 
kind of postural shift ‘means’ this and another kind means that” (ibid).
In his analysis he identifies several hierarchically arranged levels of shifts, from 
subtle to gross movements and with tentatively rising durations: (1) the point 
(turnings of the head, gestures), (2) the position (shifts in which at least half 
the body is involved) and (3) the presentation (sitting down, standing up or 
leaving the room). Each of these levels of structural units corresponds to mi-
nor or major interactional shifts, turns or changes of roles.
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Based on Scheflen’s findings, Kendon (1972) presents a more fine-grained 
analysis of phases of bodily movement in relation to utterance structure. He 
analyses a longer stretch of talk by a single speaker and divides it into prosodic 
phrases, locutions, locution groups and locution clusters. These units are de-
limited by speech-based cues such as change in pitch and change in loudness 
and are hierarchically ordered. He finds that patterns of body motion are as-
sociated with these units. For instance, where the speaker “changes from one 
cluster to the next, there is movement in the trunk and legs which does not 
occur within clusters” (1972, p. 192). Also, he finds that “the larger the speech 
unit, the greater the difference in the form of movement and the body parts 
involved” (p. 205). According to Kendon, speech units, such as locutions, as 
well as what he refers to as “very high level units, such as discourse or listening” 
(p. 205) are part of the same continuum.
These different hierarchical levels can be split between different foci or activ-
ities that go on at the same time, as shown by Schegloff (1998). He analyses 
a bodily configuration that he refers to as body torque. When a participant’s 
body is in torque, the upper body faces into a different direction than the lower 
body. The respective orientations of the upper and lower body are associated 
with different activities or involvements, the lower body facing towards the 
main activity and the upper body to an activity that is being inserted into or 
interruptive to the main activity. Thus, the configuration of the body provides 
an indication about the ranking of several ongoing activities. In contrast to 
the sort of bodily shifts presented in Scheflen (1964) and Kendon (1972), re-
spectively, body torque projects change and is interpreted as a temporary shift, 
associated with an activity that is categorised as inserted into the main activity.
When several activities intersect, it is up the individual participant to decide 
how to proceed. Raymond and Lerner (2014) point out two practices for ad-
justing action. Participants involved in a practical activity (e.g., a clerk manag-
ing payments at the check-out counter or a participant involved in preparing 
food) who are faced with the additional involvement of interacting with other 
participants overtly employ forms of adjusting actions to produce a different 
relation between these involvements. They do so by (1) momentarily suspend-
ing one activity in order to pursue the other or (2) retarding an activity, i.e. 
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slowing down the progressivity of one activity while showing some engage-
ment in the additional activity. Participants thus show that they sustain “a 
visible commitment to an erstwhile ongoing course of action while pursuing a 
second course of action” (p. 243).

3.5 Perceptional layers in interaction
Participants are capable of disassembling a multimodal action into its constit-
uents, i.e. vocal components (such as verbal content, prosody, pitch, loudness 
or speed) and visible components (such as body posture, gaze, head move-
ment or manual movement; cf. Kendon, 1978, 2004). They can also engage 
in meta-communication about these constituents, for instance, by comment-
ing on someone’s prominent hand movements, notable accent or intense gaze. 
Participants are also able to differentiate between actions such as manual 
movement which are employed as part of a proposition and those which are 
purely practical, i.e. unrelated to the ongoing discourse.
Even though it should be clear that participants are not constantly actively 
engaged in scrutinising another participant’s ensemble of actions, given the 
steady flow of information pouring out of an interlocutor, percipients still have 
to separate the wheat from the chaff. That is, they are faced with the task of 
differentiating between what segments or portions in the flow of an utterance 
or action are accountably produced as social actions, to be recognised, and thus 
relevant within the local contexts, and what segments can be disregarded.
The stream of information is broken down into those portions that are per-
ceived as being part of what a participant is conveying (i.e. the content) and 
those that are unrelated to it. Goffman (1974) refers to these portions as tracks 
that flow side by side in interaction. He distinguishes between the main atten-
tional track, that is, the content of an activity that participants routinely attend 
to, and the disattend track, which comprises any activity that is systematically 
blocked out or “blotted out” as Goffman puts it. He also points out that there 
is a “stream of signs which is itself excluded from the content of the activi-
ty but which serves as a means of regulating it, bounding, articulating, and 
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qualifying its various components and phases” (Goffman, 1974, p. 210).14 I refer  
to this as the regulatory track, and segments of behaviour that are associated 
with this track are called regulatory behaviour.
Kendon (1978) picks up this idea and focuses on the question which compo-
nents within the flow of signs in interaction are apt to be considered central, 
from a participant’s perspective, and refers to the ability to view social actions 
as an intermeshment between several mutually attuned systems as differential 
attention. He argues that the flow of behaviour is perceived by participants as 
a number of different systems of action that are separable, and that some of 
these systems (in Kendon’s view, vocalisations and speech) have a special status 
within an attentional hierarchy (Kendon 1978, p. 309).
Suffice it to say that, from a participant’s point of view, behaviour is neither 
produced nor perceived equally, but in a differentiated fashion. There are seg-
ments of behaviour that stand out as significant or central, other segments that 
are not counted as part of the interaction, and still other segments that are not 
part of the content per se but serve to regulate the flow or the back and forth 
within a given interaction. 
Regulatory behaviour is thus not a priori backgrounded, but can be back-
grounded or foregrounded depending on how a participant performs, enacts 
and packages it. Foregrounded utterances such as “Hold on a second!” are em-
ployed in order to put the ongoing conversation on hold. They not part of the 
content, but rather part of regulating the flow of the interaction and evidently 
being attended to. Another example is constituted by what are referred to 
as interactional gestures (Bavelas et al., 1995; Bavelas, 1994), i.e. foregrounded 
gestures that are employed solely for regulatory purposes. 
On the other hand, we find segments of behaviour that are apt not to be 
noticed and whose regulatory meaning emerges locally within the context. 
The phenomena analysed in this thesis are situated within this sphere. For 

14  Goffman labels this track the directional track. He is somewhat inconclusive regarding the 
positioning of this track: He places it outside the content of the activity (1974, p. 210), but 
further below mentions that directional cues cannot be blotted out, “for these must be kept 
in mind enough so that they can do their work” (p. 214). He does not seem to distinguish 
between foregrounded, i.e. attended, segments of behaviour that serve for purely direc-
tional/regulatory purposes (such as interactional gestures mentioned further below) and 
backgrounded regulatory behaviour (such as manual movement phases).
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instance, acts such as stroking the hair or touching the face are usually per-
ceived as a self-directed, private involvement unrelated to the ongoing inter-
action (cf. Ekman & Friesen, 1969). But such acts may be ascribed an inter-
actional meaning by virtue of its sequential positioning and at times exhibits 
traits of utterance-dedicated visible action in certain contexts, such as convey-
ing uncertainty.

3.6 Adjacency and sequentiality
In the individual studies I analyse (phases of ) manual moment in relation to 
what else is happening in the unfolding interaction. Participants in interaction 
produce social actions (e.g., in the form of utterances), and these are under-
stood in relation to one another, i.e. in a sequentially ordered manner. I argue 
that participants orient not only to the completion of each action individually 
(for instance, utterance completion), but also to the completion of “lines of 
actions” or “chunks of actions”, as I refer to them in the studies. This roughly 
corresponds to the notions of adjacency pairs. This section is dedicated to in-
troducing and discussing these concepts.

3.6.1 Adjacency pairs
In social interaction, actions follow one another and are interdependent. 
Although there are cases in which several actions or involvements are ongoing 
at the same time, let us for now focus on the idea that actions occur in se-
quence. In spoken conversation, these actions may be mainly vocally produced 
utterances, they may consist of ensembles of a vocal portion and visible por-
tion, or they may be purely visible (such as waving a hand, walking into a shop 
or putting on a jacket, to name a few).
According to conversational analysts, the basic structure of actions is the 
adjacency pair, based on the observation that actions, minimally, come in pairs: 
an initiating action, referred to as first pair part, uttered by the first speaker, 
and a responsive action, referred to as second pair part, uttered by the sec-
ond speaker (Sacks et al., 1974). These actions, as a minimum, constitute a 
sequence. Additionally, sequences can be closed with a closing action, referred 
to as sequence closing third, uttered by the speaker of the initiating action. The 
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most stereotypical example is an enquiry such as “What lightbulbs do you use 
at home?”, followed by a response such as “Generic forty watts lightbulbs”, in 
turn followed by an acknowledgement as a closing action such as “Oh, okay”.
The concept of adjacency is omnipresent in conversation. An initiating action 
makes relevant the production of a responsive action, and when no responsive 
action appears to be forthcoming, i.e. when it is recognisably absent, partici-
pants might assume that the recipient failed to perceive it, so they may re-
launch the initiating action, comment on or sanction the fact that no response 
is given (“Hey, don’t ignore me!”) or laugh.
Any utterance or action that exceeds two members is considered sequence 
expansion (Schegloff, 2007). Expansions are constructed in relation to a base 
sequence, i.e. the adjacency pair that is most central to the sequence. Its con-
stituents are referred to as base first/second pair part. There are several types 
of expansions: pre-expansions (before the base sequence), insertion expansions 
(between base first and second pair part) and post-expansions (after the base 
sequence).
Note that, according to Schegloff (2007), the minimal structure of a sequence 
consists of two members. A sequence closing third (such as “Okay” and the 
like) is considered a post-expansion, a concept that is not always intuitive. 
Some studies that take into account visible behaviour as part of interaction 
employ sequential formats that include three members rather than two. As 
mentioned above, Clark (2005) refers to these as initiation, maintenance and 
termination, and Hosoma (2005) adopts the three stages of initiation, response 
and feedback. Also, my own analyses suggest that participants orient to a se-
quential format with three members: In prolonged holds, the retraction phase 
is often associated with giving feedback, sometimes in orchestration with nods 
or vocal feedback engendering closure (Study 1). See also Linell (2009, p. 184 
ff.) who discusses the limitations of the notion of the adjacency pair in a sim-
ilar way.
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3.6.2 Insertion sequences: temporarily changing trajectories 
Insertion sequences are sandwiched within the base sequence, i.e. between the 
base first and the base second pair part. Insertions are interruptive to the main 
line of action or trajectory in the sense that the production of the second pair 
part is delayed. Some of the analyses in this thesis consider participant prac-
tices that reflect or occasion shifts back and forth between an insertion and the 
main trajectory to which the participants will eventually return. These partic-
ipant practices manifest within the hierarchical structure that can be found in 
visible bodily behaviour (encompassing posture, manual movement, and the 
orientation of the torso, head and gaze) discussed above.
A prominent example of insertions are repair sequences (described further be-
low). A sequence squeezed in between the base first and second pair part im-
plies that the constituents of an adjacency pair are not always adjacent to one 
another, so that adjacency is a typical, but not a required property of adjacency 
pairs. Imagine, for instance, that a friend of mine asks me whether I want to go 
to see a film in the evening. I could respond by accepting or declining direct-
ly, but I could also play hard to get and say “I don’t know, do they have good 
films?”, thereby expanding on the initiating action (the offer) and postponing 
my responsive action towards the base first pair part. When convinced about 
the enterprise, which could be five seconds or five minutes later, I might go 
ahead and say “Okay, let’s go”, thereby referring back to the base first pair part.
Repair sequences are a particular kind of insertions. In conversation, partic-
ipants are faced with various kinds of trouble, such as mishearing, misunder-
standings, not being able to find the right words and the like. Repair can be 
analysed in phases: the initiation and the completion of repair. During the 
former a participant indicates the trouble and during the latter a participant 
gives a candidate completion. 
These two stages may be carried out by the same participant, or one participant 
may initiate the repair, and another may complete it, or vice versa. We can then 
speak of a participant repairing their own talk as doing self-repair and a partic-
ipant repairing another participant’s talk as doing other-repair. Furthermore, 
self-initiation denotes cases in which the a participant initiates the repair on 
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their own utterance, and other-initiation implies that a participant initiates re-
pair on another participant’s utterance (Liddicoat, 2007; Schegloff, 2007). The 
combination of these two distinctions thus yields four categories: 

(1) self-initiated self-repair: a participant initiates and completes
repair on their own talk

(2) self-initiated other-repair: a participant initiates repair on their
own talk, whereafter another participant completes it

(3) other-initiated self-repair: a participant initiates repair on another
participant’s talk and the latter completes it

(4) other-initiated other-repair: a participant initiates and completes
repair on another participant’s talk

An inherent feature of repair sequences is that they constitute an insertion 
that is interruptive to the original trajectory or agenda of the interaction. 
Participants thus need to deviate from this original trajectory to deal with 
the trouble, temporarily prioritising the newly emerging trajectory over the 
original one. Upon repair completion, participants shift back to the original 
agenda.
Studies 2 and 3 attempt to shed light on this issue. The studies deal with the 
ways insertion sequences, such as repair sequences, are handled in signed con-
versation, also in comparison to spoken conversation. It was found that the in-
dividual stages of shifting back and forth between main agenda and insertion 
are closely intertwined with manual movement phases in both spoken and 
signed conversation. Also, Study 4 presents instances in which the boundaries 
of a repair sequence are associated with segments of self-touching behaviour 
(e.g., touching the hair), which at the same time gives a fresh perspective on 
seemingly self-directed or private segments of behaviour, and suggests that 
they are employed systematically. This sort of manual movement is regulatory 
to the flow of conversation in a seen but unnoticed fashion. 
Research on the organisation of repair in spoken conversation has generat-
ed a substantial corpus of literature (e.g., Fox, Hayashi, & Jasperson, 1996; 
Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977; Seo & Koshik, 2010; Shimotani, 2007; 
Wong, 2000). Also, very recently there have been studies investigating how 
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repair is organised in signed conversation (Floyd, Manrique, Rossi, & Torreira, 
2014; Groeber & Pochon-Berger, 2014; Kikuchi, Bono, & Otsuka, 2011; Kikuchi 
& Bono, 2012; Manrique & Enfield, 2015). 

3.7 Projection: foreseeing what will happen
Participant action can be foreshadowed in various ways. For instance, if I ob-
serve a participant who is indoors putting on their jacket and shoes, I may 
predict that they are on their way out. When someone on the street comes 
walking straight up to me in a direct trajectory, I will assume that they have 
some business with me.
An action can always be seen as a preparatory move towards the next, i.e. a giv-
en action foreshadows the next. This foreshadowing is referred to as projection. 
The next step within a chain of actions is thus projectable by virtue of assessing 
the local context of the preceding action.
I once heard an anecdote about somebody who had a party going on at his 
place, and at some point he became tired and wanted to go to bed. One could 
think of a few strategies in order to hint to the guests that it is time to leave, 
such as asking them to help with tidying up, telling them that you have a long 
day ahead of you or, a rather blunt solution, thanking them for a marvellous 
evening.
The host, however, chose a quite peculiar yet effective strategy to make the 
guests leave: He went to the bathroom to retrieve his toothbrush and began 
to, publicly, brush his teeth. Regardless of how this strategy was received, it 
should have been clear to the guests that this was not an invitation to open 
another bottle of Bordeaux.
It should be kept in mind, though, that an action such as brushing one’s teeth 
does not have an intrinsic interactional meaning when viewed in isolation (of 
course, it has meaning in itself given that it has the purpose of dental hygiene, 
but this is not the kind of meaning that is of importance here). What kind 
of meaning is ascribed to such actions chiefly depends on the local context 
within which they are produced. Social actions gain meaning due to the very 
fact that they are part of a repertoire of social practices that participants take 
for granted (cf. Kendon, 1990, p. 15). By extension, projection depends on prior 
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familiarity with these social practices, i.e. a next action can only be projected 
provided we have either gone through, observed or logically induced a given 
chain of actions or a sequence. We thus know that dental hygiene, the context 
described above, most likely constitutes a preparatory action for retiring to bed 
which, in turn, should effectively discourage further party-related activities.
Projection is also possible in smaller units, such as the syntactic and prosodic 
structure of an utterance, which is one of the resources participants draw on 
to foresee about when a speaker’s utterance is about to end (Auer, 2005). The 
structure of a manual movement excursion also constitutes a resource that al-
lows projection. Participants are familiar with the recurrent pattern of a man-
ual excursion: the hand is brought towards the stage, performs a stroke (the 
main part of a manual movement) and is subsequently brought back to home. 
A movement towards the stage thus makes relevant a stroke as the next step, 
and hands on stage make relevant a movement back towards a relaxed home 
position. 
In both spoken and signed conversation, hands-on-stage is associated with 
speakership, as pointed out in Study 1. Thus, a movement towards the stage 
projects a manual excursion and thereby speakership. As set forth in sever-
al studies, including this thesis (Andrén, 2011; Cibulka, 2015; Hosoma, 2009; 
Sidnell, 2005), participants in spoken conversation regularly keep their hands 
on stage even when they are not talking, specifically after the end of the vocal 
portions of their utterances. They also make use of provisional home positions 
or half–holds, displaying that they are on standby and anticipating the next 
possible slot for resumption of their contribution. 
This can be viewed as an extension of speakership, and different positions be-
tween stage and home project different degrees of speakership. In the thesis 
I raise the question of whether speakership constitutes a binary concept (i.e. 
speaker or non-speaker) or whether it is best viewed as a continuum ranging 
from assuming a speaker role to different degrees of claims of speakership and 
assuming a non-speaker role (Studies 1 and 2). 
It should be kept in mind that a projected trajectory is by no means prede-
termined. Participants may alter or adjust their actions, but they will often 
be constrained by the relevancies set up by their prior actions (Linell, 2009, 
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p. 180). Manual movement phases are to some extent projectable given that 
a manual excursion follows a recurrent pattern, from home to the stage and 
back home. When a participant in spoken conversation lifts their hand in 
preparation for a manual movement in coordination with speech, it projects 
one or several strokes followed by a retraction back home. Such a projected 
excursion may at times be interrupted, for instance due to another participant 
speaking in overlap. In such cases, the vocal portion of the utterance so far 
can easily be brought to a premature end by producing a cut-off, i.e. in most 
cases a glottal stop. When a manual movement excursion so far is prematurely 
brought to an end, participants regularly choose to adjust their action by trans-
forming the manual movement into a practical or self-directed action, such as 
self-touching (as shown in Study 4). Self-touching behaviour is perceived to 
be self-directed and to satisfy personal needs. It is “by definition unrelated to 
the ongoing dialogue” (Ekman & Friesen, 1969). This makes self-touchings a 
inconspicuous and less accountable way of fading out a prematurely discon-
tinued action. Perhaps it is precisely due to the very fact that self-touching be-
haviour is regarded as “out of frame”, i.e. unrelated to the content of an activity, 
that it manifests in the form of a display of disengagement from the activity. 
Self-touching behaviour is thus a way for participants to adjust their already 
launched visible action so far and transform it into another action on the fly.
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Chapter 4
Summarising the studies

study 1
When the hands do not go home: A micro-study of the 
role of gesture phases in sequence suspension and closure
This study, along with Studies 2 and 3 summarised below, deals with the or-
ganisation of manual movement phases as segments of behaviour that gain in-
teractional meaning by virtue of their local context of production. In particular, 
I zoom in on phases of non-movement, namely the prolonged hold and the 
provisional home position. The impetus for pursuing the interactional working 
of manual movement phases emerged in the course of annotating movement 
phases in my video data during which I was faced with segments that did not 
fit the canonical description used in the majority of gesture-related studies 
(e.g., Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 1992).
In the study I argue that movement phases may be exploited by participants 
in order to show how a pursued trajectory or line of action is adjusted accord-
ing to the unfolding interaction. Participants can indicate that a projected 
line of action is maintained by holding the hand shape and position, that it is 
suspended (i.e. set aside for the moment) by slightly retracting the hands and 
relaxing the digits, and that it is discontinued or abandoned by moving the 
hands to a relaxed position. Also, through constant monitoring participants 
may adjust the location of the segment of non-movement as the interaction 
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unfolds in time. These locations ranging from stage to home are viewed as a 
continuum, in which various possible locations reflect various degrees of in-
volvement or claim of speakership.
This study shifts attention to more backgrounded phenomena in interaction, 
i.e. segments of behaviour that, from a participant perspective, are not part of 
the content of a given utterance and that are not routinely attended to, propos-
ing a way to deal with them in an analysis of visible behaviour. 

study 2
On how to do things with holds: Manual  
movement phases as part of interactional  
practices in signed conversation
This study essentially argues the same way as Study  1 above, except that it 
deals with signed conversation. Unsurprisingly, manual movement in signed 
conversation has been studied extensively. However, the majority of the studies 
aim at analysing the linguistic structures of various sign languages and tend 
to neglect segments of behaviour that are motivated as part of interactional 
practices in conversation. This study thus shifts focus from manual movement 
in signed conversation purely seen as a means of conveying utterance content 
to manual movement segments as a locus for situated meaning that emerges 
locally within the context.
Furthermore, as pointed out by Groeber and Pochon-Berger (2014), the tran-
scription of signed conversation has often been reduced to the stroke phase, 
rendering the timing imprecise as it obscures the actual length of each move-
ment phase within a given manual excursion. Transcribing only strokes thus 
restricts analyses focussing on the back and forth between participants on a 
micro-level. The analysis makes use of video recordings from the Swedish 
Sign Language corpus gathered by Mesch and colleagues (Mesch et al., 2012). 
In the study I argue that participants in signed conversation, very much like 
in spoken conversation, make use of manual movement phases (in particular, 
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prolonged strokes, full–holds and half–holds) as part of regulating speakership. By 
virtue of these, participants can indicate repair initiation, urge for a response 
or resolve overlapping talk.
Although there are differences between spoken and signed conversation in 
terms of frequency, complexity and speed of manual movement, I did not find 
any notable differences regarding interactional practices involving the seg-
ments of behaviour analysed. This finding led me to launch Study 3 summa-
rised below, a comparative study of manual movement.

study 3
Exploring common ground in gesture  
and sign – Interactional workings of  
manual holds in spoken and signed interaction
Visible components as part of spoken languages are apt to be regarded as an 
add-on to vocal components, in the light of the fact, among others, that partic-
ipants in an audio-only telephone conversation do not seem to do be troubled 
by not being able to see each other’s visible behaviour. Many spoken languag-
es possess a writing system that enable us to strip utterances from otherwise 
meaningful behaviour such as prosody, speech volume, speed and visible com-
ponents. This division has led to a divide between these aspects, namely what 
counts as verbal and non-verbal respectively.
In signed conversation, on the other hand, the participants’ bodies are on dis-
play at all times. Unlike in spoken languages, it is not possible to disassemble 
linguistic content and interactional meaning (which may be due to the fact 
that no widely accepted writing system for sign languages exists). In sign lan-
guage research, this has led to integrating all kinds of visible behaviour as po-
tentially part of a given sign language as a system, such as raising and frowning 
of the eyebrows as interrogative markers, which otherwise would be treated as 
non-verbal (i.e. as not belonging to the language system) when encountered 
in spoken conversation.This has created a gap between what is regarded as 
gesture and sign respectively (cf. Kendon, 2008). 
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In this study I examine whether this sharp distinction is sensible at all times. 
I present a comparative analysis of virtually the same phenomena in similar 
sequential contexts in spoken ( Japanese) and signed (Swedish Sign Language) 
conversation respectively. It is found that participants in both spoken and 
signed conversation employ the same interactional practices that involve full–
holds and half–holds. The distinction between gesture and sign turns out to be 
not only irrelevant but also impractical for these kinds of segment of behaviour.

study 4
Self-touching behaviour in social interaction: 
Shifting in and out of speakership
Scratching one’s head, rubbing one’s nose, adjusting one’s glasses: Everyone 
exhibits some self-touching behaviour from time to time, regardless of wheth-
er we are engaged in conversation or not. It has been maintained that such 
behaviour occurs without awareness, intention or interactional purpose and 
such acts are sometimes regarded as involuntary materialisations of emotions 
or internal states such as nervousness. Thus, self-touching behaviour has been 
regarded peripheral to interaction, not being part of what a participant is try-
ing to convey and, as a result, either implicitly or explicitly been excluded from 
the scope of gesture-related studies. 
Freedman and Hoffman (1967, p. 533) maintain that self-touching behaviour 
is “manifestly unrelated to the ongoing dialogue”. This begs the question of 
whether self-touching behaviour may be regarded as a practice within inter-
action simply because – somewhat paradoxically – it is not part of the con-
versation. That is, the very fact that a self-touching behaviour is to a great 
extent considered, by interactants, a self-directed act unrelated to whatever is 
ongoing in a given interaction assists participants in establishing themselves 
as momentarily detached.
In the analysis, we limited ourselves to self-touchings in the area around the 
face and the head for practical reasons. As noted by Goodwin (1986), the face is 
the area where participants gaze to in face-to-face interaction, and self-touch-
ing behaviour in this area thus interferes with the other participants’ line of 
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regard. Also, self-touchings in the area of the face and the head imply that 
the limbs have to move upward, usually away from the stage and home – that 
is, the limbs perform a less economical movement, yet participants do it for 
some reason and with a particular timing with regard to the progressivity of 
interaction.
We found that there are a few interactional environments in which self-touch-
ing behaviour is apt to occur, namely (1) conversational repair (either the ini-
tiating or the repairing party may exhibit self-touching in order to frame the 
discourse as “dealing with trouble”), (2) after discontinued courses of action 
(in cases in which a projected course of action, for whatever reason, cannot be 
brought to completion, participants may employ self-touching as [part of ] an 
adjusting action – that is, as a way out), (3) at activity end points and (4) as an 
utterance-dedicated action (such as scratching the back of the head as part of 
conveying uncertainty). Self-touching behaviour is thus best viewed as residing 
on a scale, from backgrounded (unnoticed yet consequential) to foregrounded 
instances (as part of utterances, such as in conveying troublesomeness).
Another interesting observation not part of the study will be presented here. 
The data analysed were a recording of an event featuring speedruns,15 i.e. a very 
quick play-though of a video game (in this case, a game called Super Mario 
Bros. 3, a classic platform game first released in 1988 with individual levels that 
have to be completed in order to advance). The recording of the speedrun 
shows a split screen, with the game screen on one side and the speedrunner 
plus approximately 20 spectators behind him on the other side (see Figure 7). 
I noticed that, first, several spectators in the audience performed some kind 
of movement, often self-touching behaviour, every time the player died in the 
game (for instance though touching enemies or falling into a pit) during the 
game, most of the times in orchestration with a compassionate “Oh!” in uni-
son. I noticed further that participants employ self-touching behaviour, albeit 
to a lesser extent, every time the player completed a level, and I suspect that it 
is related to the fact that the end of a level creates an intermission that con-

15  The recording is titled “Super Mario Bros 3 speedrun 100% by tjp7154 (Awesome Games 
Done Quick 2013)”. The video has been made available by the Speed Demos Archive and 
can be watched on YouTube (youtu.be/watch?v=HUju5czXN0w), as of February 2016.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUju5czXN0w
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trasts with the tense, restless and exited run through the course of a level. It 
is during these intermissions that the speedrunner himself is granted a brief 
moment of rest and relaxation, and it is thus not surprising that he utilises this 
moment in order to adjust his glasses or wipe off sweat from his hands.

Figure 7: Recording of a speedrun event. Note that three people in the audience are 
involved in self-touching behaviour after a level has been completed.

This kind of regularity suggests that self-touching behaviour is related (albeit 
perhaps not directly) to some kind of delimitation marker between units, such 
as in this case upon completion of a level in a game. I assume that this also 
holds true for the completion of interactional units, whether adjacency pairs, 
lines of action or others. 
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chapter 5
Roundup discussion

5.1 Manual action, speakership and involvement
One of the suggestions presented herein has been that closeness of the hands 
to the stage is associated with speakership and that moving the hands towards 
home is associated with withdrawal from speakership. Speakership can be un-
derstood as one among many possible kinds of involvement that participants 
may have in interaction. It is a quite large involvement in the sense that it 
absorbs a great deal of the speaker’s resources, compared to, for instance, ob-
serving an interaction with minimal engagement. 
When a participant in spoken conversation produces an enquiry in combina-
tion with manual movement, however, the hands are often kept on stage for an 
extended period of time, extending beyond the boundaries of the vocal portion 
of the utterance. In signed conversation, participants regularly hold the last 
sign in position when they produce an enquiry. This segment of non-move-
ment is referred to as a prolonged hold (Study 1) or full–hold (Study 2 and 3). 
In such cases, the hand is retracted to home during or after the response by 
the recipient of the enquiry. Figure 8 shows a schematic representation of the 
sequential environment that is typical of the production of prolonged holds/
full–holds. 
Holding the hand on stage, the participant refers back to the action during 
which it originated, engendering the participant’s understanding that a second 
action is needed in order to finish the line of action so far. The production of 
an initiating action, such as an enquiry, makes relevant the production of a re-
sponsive action, and participants show whether these relevancies are met. This 
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may best be understood as a visible extension of speakership; the participant in 
question continues to be involved in the interaction as they still are in control 
of the projected line of action. 

Figure 8: Schematic representation of an environment  
for prolonged holds

Participants orient to turns-at-talk as units which only allow one speaker at a 
time (Sacks et al., 1974), but at the same time there appears to be a second layer 
by virtue of which participants visibly refer to these actions and bundle them 
into chunks. This second layer of visible components of social interaction is 
apparently not governed by the one-speaker-at-a-time rule. Face-to-face in-
teraction turns out to consist not only of sequentially organised actions (as the 
notion of the adjacency pair entails), but also of concurrently occurring tiers of 
action such as gaze, manual movement and body posture that – among other 
things – serve to show the degree of involvement a participant has.
Mondada (2007b) discusses pointing gestures that pertain over an extended 
period of time and notes that rights and obligations that are typical of speak-
ership do not stop when a vocal utterance ends, but participants remain re-
sponsible for the sequence they have initiated.
I have argued that various possible positions of manual non-movement in 
midair should be considered a continuum, ranging from clearly on stage to 
intermediate positions to home – each respective position reflecting a dif-
ferent degree of involvement or claim of speakership. Participants may up-
grade or downgrade their respective involvement or claim of speakership 
by moving their limbs back and forth within the continuum between stage 
and home. Such intermediate positions are often occasioned by overlapping 
talk. Participants who have dropped out of overlap may display by employing 
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provisional home positions/half–holds that speakership is held in abeyance 
and that they are ready to resume at the next slot. See Figure 9 for a typical en-
vironment for provisional home position/half–holds in spoken conversation.

Participants may thus suspend their speakership without completely abandon-
ing it. In these cases, the hand that is held in midair is part of occasioning a 
hierarchical ranking among different parallel lines of action and thus different 
possible orientations. In the schematic representation, we find the emergence 
of a new potential trajectory (B’s utterance) that competes with the existing 
projected line of action (A’s utterance so far).
Alternatively, participants may abandon speakership by withdrawing their 
hands from the stage (see Figure 10). Is is also possible for participants to 
employ self-touching behaviour in order to show that they are temporarily 
suspending speakership or discontinuing speakership.

Figure 10: Schematic representation of a participant 
abandoning speakership

Speakership may be extended, suspended or abandoned. As a consequence, 
speakership is by no means a binary concept, but is best considered a kind 
of involvement along a continuum. Both speakership, non-speakership and 

Figure 9: Schematic representation of a participant 
suspending speakership
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everything in between appear to be interactional roles that, by mobilising var-
ious bodily resources (in particular manual movement), need to be performed 
or enacted in order to be perceived as such.

5.2 Gesture as part of language
Much of my analysis revolves around participant practices in the use of gesture 
with spoken language and in sign languages in the form of signs. In Study 3 
I illustrate parallels between these two modes of communication, and in this 
subsection I am going to discuss a little more about the nature of both gesture 
and sign.
The terms gesture and sign are often used in a mutually exclusive way, so that a 
manual action is understood as either gesture or sign, which implies some kind 
of essential difference between the two. This choice in terminology largely 
seems to depend upon whether we are speaking of spoken or signed conver-
sation. For instance, we speak of co-speech gesture and sign phonology, but 
rarely about co-speech sign or gesture phonology (although the latter would 
not be far-fetched; see Figure 1 in Chapter 1).
Also, the terms bear different connotations: Whereas a sign is regarded as a 
precise and well-defined entity, speech-coordinated gesture is often thought 
of as idiosyncratic and made up on the spot (McNeill, 2005). This perceptional 
gap is related to the fact that a sign is considered part of language (namely, sign 
languages), while gesture is perceived as an add-on subordinate to language (in 
spoken languages).
But what is language anyway? Language can be understood in two different 
yet not necessarily contradicting, ways: 
 (1) language as a system
 (2) language as social action
In the former view, language constitutes a closed system that can be analysed 
in terms of syntax, lexicon, semantics and so forth, most prominently repre-
sented by Chomskyan linguistics. This view allows researchers to analyse the 
rules of language in an isolated, abstracted manner, detached from context. 
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When language, on the other hand, is understood as situated social practice, 
we must presuppose that there is an exchange of actions, i.e. inter-action, by 
virtue of language.
Chomsky (1965) distinguishes between the speaker’s competence (constituting 
the subject of linguistic enquiry) and the actual performance during which the 
speaker is affected by “grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory lim-
itations, distractions, shifts of attention and interest, and errors (random or 
characteristic)” (Chomsky, 1965, p. 3). Language is thus primarily viewed as an 
abstract entity represented as text, stripped from indications of speed, prosody, 
voice quality, and visible components, focussing on what is considered verbal.
This focus on verbal components has been a typical feature of formalist gram-
mar, and it has been pointed out that it belongs to a tradition whose view of 
language is biased by written language (Linell, 1982). What has been the sub-
ject of study in linguistics – phonology, morphology, and syntax – are those 
aspects of language that can be written down (cf. Kendon, 2008). Visible be-
haviour such as gesture is thus marginalised and filtered out from the scope of 
the enquiry, resulting in an incomplete representation of speaker competence.
When such a disembodied picture of language is applied to sign languages, 
it is evident that there are shortcomings. In signed conversation, one cannot 
draw a clear line that separates verbal from non-verbal, given that “verbal” 
and “non-verbal” components are both delivered as visible behaviour, whereas 
in spoken conversation visible components can be conveniently filtered away. 
As the signer’s body is available at all times in signed conversation, every as-
pect, including those that are typically not deemed verbal in case of spoken 
conversation (such as eyebrow behaviour or head movement), is inevitably in 
play. The lack of an embodied linguistic theory forces the analyst to either 
incorporate those aspects of signed conversation into the linguistic model of 
sign language or to overlook it (cf. Kendon, 2014). As a result we find a great 
deal of features that are apparent in both spoken and signed conversation, but 
that are ascribed linguistic status in sign languages, whereas they have hardly 
been considered to be part of spoken languages due to the prevailing written 
language bias.
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An example for this discrepancy is eyebrow behaviour. Valli and Lucas (2000) 
state that in American Sign Language, when “someone asks a yes-no question, 
the eyebrows are raised, the eyes are widened, and the head and body may tilt 
forward” (p. 139) and when “someone asks a Wh-question, the eyebrows squint 
and the head tilts” (p. 140). Bergman (1982, p. 56) makes similar observations 
for Swedish Sign Language.
In spoken languages we also find eyebrow work. When the word “What?” is 
uttered in rising intonation with the eyebrows raised, it is most generally un-
derstood as a way of saying “Pardon me?”. When uttered with frowned eye-
brows, it comes off as “What the heck (did you just say)?”. While the former is 
used as a repair initiator, the latter entails an assessment, which presupposes an 
understanding of the utterance that it is directed at. This example is based on 
my own introspection, but Poggi et al. (2010) note that frowning the eyebrows 
is used to communicate a question in spoken conversation (p. 36).
Spoken and signed languages thus have in common the fact that eyebrow be-
haviour can operate on an utterance. The difference on a descriptive level is 
that it is represented as part of grammar in sign languages, whereas for spoken 
languages such descriptions are a rare sight. Along these lines, Johnston (2013) 
points out that pointing has been under-analysed for spoken languages, while, 
for sign languages, it is claimed to be on par with pronouns.
It is said that signs are to sign languages what words are to spoken languages 
(Liddell, 2003, p. 1). While words in spoken languages are produced in the 
vocal tract, signs in sign language are produced using the hands and the arms. 
But this is where the analogy ends. Signs performed with the hands are re-
ferred to as manual signs, while there is a range of non-manual signs that are 
produced using the torso, face, mouth and head. The above mentioned eye-
brow behaviour seen in American Sign Language, for instance, is classed as 
such a non-manual sign (Valli & Lucas, 2000). Other examples for non-man-
ual signs are mouth configurations used to modify a verb or a noun, as well as 
head nods used to mark phrase boundaries or for back-channelling.
When it comes to the description of spoken languages, it would be quite 
odd to refer to a nod, raised eyebrows or the wrinkling of the nose as a word 
(even though they have similar workings to those described for some sign 
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languages).16 In the case of sign language linguistics, however, they are referred 
to as signs. We thus find a linguistic preference for vocally produced compo-
nents over visible ones in spoken languages and a disproportionate over-anal-
ysis of non-manual signs in sign languages.
In both spoken and signed conversation holding the hand in position on stage 
engenders an understanding on the part of the speaker that the initiated line 
of action is yet to be completed (Study 3), such as in the case of enquiries wait-
ing for a response. It has been pointed out that this constitutes a grammatical 
feature for Swedish Sign Language. Bergman (1982, p. 54) maintains that the 
last sign in an interrogative sentence is held for a longer period of time than 
in a declarative sentence. If participants in spoken conversation employ the 
same practices as participants in signed interaction, why are they treated and 
classified in different ways?
One reason for this unbalanced approach towards gesture is the aforemen-
tioned written language bias. Also, it seems that we, as ordinary interactants, 
solely understand the term “grammar” in the context of written or vocally 
produced language. Grammar is part of the language we speak and those we 
learn as second language. We rarely speak of a grammar of gestural expression, 
even though this would not be impossible, in the light of the example of eye-
brow behaviour in spoken conversation. We thus not only find a written lan-
guage bias, but also a vocal language bias, meaning that spoken languages are 
thought of as consisting of vocal resources only. 
This view is also in part reflected in conversation analytic approaches to inter-
action. For Schegloff (2002, p. 288), the primordial site of sociality is constitut-
ed in talk-in-interaction and especially conversation. If social interaction is to 

16  On the other hand, back-channelling vocalisations such as “uh huh” would be more likely 
to pass as a word. The definition for a word seems, again, to be biased towards entities in 
spoken conversation that have a written counterpart.
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be understood as an exchange of turns-at-talk as part of conversation, analysts 
are prone to rank interactional phenomena that are not constituted by talk 
(alone) as subordinate to talk.17 
In sign language research it is often maintained that the structure of spoken 
languages is inherently linear or sequential, given that only one speech sound 
can be produced at a time (cf. Pfau, Steinbach, & Woll, 2012, p. 34). This con-
trasts with sign language, where the unique combination of the aspects of a 
sign – configuration, position and movement – are perceived simultaneously. 
A sign thus cannot be segmented in time order alone but must be aspectual 
(Stokoe, 2005, p. 20). It seems that sign languages are presented as visual lan-
guages that contrast with spoken languages as a purely vocal language, a view 
that is prone to result in misconceptions, as it neglects the visible dimension 
found in spoken conversation.
It is true that spoken languages chiefly rely on vocal resources, and it is vocal 
resources that are oriented to as the most significant component in spoken 
conversation (Kendon, 1978, p. 307). Also, spoken languages can be reduced 
to this vocal channel, as in telephone conversations. Experiences like this may 
contribute to the idea that spoken languages are indeed just spoken. But one 
must be careful not to jump to conclusions: The fact that this reduction is 
possible does not imply that everything else that participants do in spoken 
conversation can be swept under the carpet. Talking on the phone is some-
thing that small children have to learn as a skill in itself. When they talk on the 
phone they may, for example, often point to things in their surroundings that 
their recipient cannot see, as they have not yet grasped how the different mo-
dalities of spoken conversation (including visible behaviour) work in different 
ways. That is, they have not yet learned to separate them.

17  Indeed, transcripts of conversation are well designed in order to capture the peculiarities of 
talk in interaction and to present them to an audience in a straightforward way. However, 
visible components of conversation are usually represented as add-ons to the stream of 
vocal speech. Although I have endeavoured to represent modalities in an unprejudiced 
fashion, my own transcripts herein presented are not an exception to this, as I rely, after all, 
on written language to which I align the onset manual movement phases.
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Indeed, there is research suggesting to treat visible bodily behaviour in spoken 
conversation as part of the system of the spoken languages – namely, what is 
referred to as eyelid morphemes in gaze communication, even though the au-
thors concede that there are limitations (Poggi et al., 2010). Still, if we think 
about what requirements are set in order to be recognised as a native speaker 
of a spoken language, it is certainly not only a matter of knowledge about 
grammar and expression. Considering a speaker fully competent in a language 
implies taking into account their embodied performance, the use of specific 
gestural and facial expressions. A degree of native-like competence is only 
attainable if one acknowledges that this competence comes as a full package 
that includes everything that participants do within a given communication 
community.18

Along these lines, Liddell (2003) suggests that our understanding of what 
constitutes language might have been too narrow, pointing out the possibility 
that “spoken and signed languages both make use of multiple types of semiotic 
elements in the language signal” (p. 362). Kendon (2014) also makes some con-
vincing points that speak in favour for revising the concept of language, stating 
that if participants in spoken and signed conversation have the same anatom-
ical resources available, the participants in spoken conversation likewise can 
move their hands independently of one another and engage in actions of the 
face, and they can do all this while speaking (p. 3). He also points out that 
some vocal components demand the use of visible action in orchestration in 
order to make sense: When a speaker says “like this” in the course of describ-
ing the form or shape of an object, they engage in a “shape-sketch” depicting 
the outline of the object. Many deictic expressions (such as “over there”) are 
also incomplete without taking pointing actions into account.

18  Interestingly, the above mentioned grammatical feature of interrogatives involving eyebrow 
frowning in Swedish Sign Language and American Sign Language is not a universal 
feature to all sign languages: It does not appear to be obligatory in Auslan ( Johnston & 
Schembri, 2007, p. 201). The fact that the use of such specialised visible behaviour varies 
from sign language to sign language suggests that there are differences in eyebrow behav-
iour across different spoken languages as well. My own intuition tells me that raising the 
eyebrows is not an obligatory feature to forming questions in a Japanese context. If this is 
true and such features are indeed codified differently depending on the communication 
community, we have reason to assume that, by extension, they are inherent to the spoken 
language in question.
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The different connotations that the terms gesture and sign bear respectively 
do not imply that participants in spoken and signed conversation employ vis-
ible action in wholly different ways. This divide obscures that fact that they 
indeed engage in similar patterns of visible action (such as the use of manual 
movement phases) in both spoken and signed conversation. Kendon (2008) 
argues that the use of these terms tends to exaggerate the differences and 
obscure areas of overlap, and he suggests treating both under what he refers 
to as comparative study of kinesic expression, leaving behind the divide between 
gesture and sign that treats them as a priori different in each and every respect.

5.3 Some final words on possible universals
I have written a great deal about participant practices that involve the body 
and have hinted, here and there, that I did not find any notable differences 
across various communication communities with regard to how these practices 
are accomplished. The argument for potential universals in human bodily ac-
tion is twofold. On the one hand, empirical evidence – both in this thesis and 
elsewhere – suggests that participant practices are shared in across different 
communication communities. On the other hand, one can make a conceptu-
al argument: Given that humans generally have the same bodily resources at 
their disposal, it is not implausible to assume that they make use of them in 
similar ways when interacting with one another.
Some of the empirical evidence is provided by the studies through the compar-
ison of conversation in two languages: Swedish Sign Language and Japanese. 
They are both geographically quite far apart – one predominantly spoken in 
Scandinavia and the other in East Asia – and linguistically mutually unrelat-
ed. Practices involving segments of extended (or prolonged) holds regularly 
occur among various communities, such as on the Caribbean island of Bequia 
(Sidnell, 2005) and in classroom interaction in Swiss German Sign Language 
(Groeber & Pochon-Berger, 2014). This sort of empirical evidence suggests 
that there are some segments of behaviour that appear to be shared across dif-
ferent communication communities and across spoken and signed languages.
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While one may find it remarkable to observe the same segments of behaviour 
employed to the end of the same practices by individuals across the globe, one 
can also take a step back and formulate a conceptual argument. In face-to-
face interaction, which I believe to be the most fundamental manifestation 
of human sociality, the participants’ bodies are visible at all times. As a result, 
the human body is always, by definition, entangled in interaction in one way 
or another. Assuming that the kinesic mechanisms that govern manual move-
ment are the same, participants in interaction are bound to creatively exploit 
these for a variety of purposes, due to the simple fact that these mechanisms 
are available and mutually shared. This may be the main reason why we find 
manual movement as part of expression and interaction in virtually every com-
munication community – that is, as far as we know (cf. McNeill, 2005, p. 4).
In short, the present corpus of work gives us clues about how the body is de-
ployed as a resource in social interaction and explicates fundamental interac-
tional patterns upon which our communication in all its facets is based. These 
patterns are ubiquitous and seem consistent across communication commu-
nities, languages and modalities. They are taken for granted, and for this very 
reason we, as ordinary interactants, rarely take note of them. It is these com-
ponents characterised by the utmost simplicity and mundanity that hold to-
gether sociality at its inner core.
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In lieu of an afterword

The thesis is over – thank you for reading.
I hope it was clear (and not all too misleading).
Conventions are helpful, that’s totally clear.

Neglecting them hurts, but won’t end your career.
I think there are rules that are there to be broken,
So this part is written in verses that rhyme.
It is of advantage to be quite outspoken
About minor changes in this paradigm.

nigh five years ago my new life here began.
I moved to this place all the way from Japan.
To buy an umbrella was the first thing to manage,
I firmly believed it would be an advantage.
For unbeknownst reasons my clothes still got soaked:
The side-winds compel one to be fully cloaked.
The most simple things have become utmost dear
In a climate of this latitude.
And days when the sky is deep-blue and all clear,
Have filled me with pure gratitude.

i’m thankful to deities in charge of the sky
And also bow down to the mortals nearby,
Without whom the lines I wrote wouldn’t make sense
And who proffered their aid at whatever expense.

the plan was to research quite different questions,
But they soon transformed due to many suggestions.
Most comments and thoughts I obtained from my guru,
Your Süperweiser, that’s his secret handle.
My texts were a mess, but he knew what I’m up to.
He knows to assess and then helps disentangle.
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my mood becomes brighter, it is a delight,
I hear the birds singing when she is in sight.
Her words of advise have been quite consequential:
Inspecting approaches that were to be sketched,
Deeming them valid or perhaps too far-fetched.
A nutshell would say this was highly essential.

as if reading this book alone wasn’t enough,
This guy beefed it up with some fine-tuning stuff.
He alters and changes, amends and corrects,
A mastermind all filled with wisdom deluxe.
We’re cooking with gas, yielding lasting effects.
This fellow is gold, and gold’s worth a few bucks.

one should not belittle the input I’m gaining
Emerging from contacts I’ve been entertaining.
At many occasions I went to sweet places
That made me acquainted to many new faces.
I embarked to Denmark, I remarked the large parks,
Then I took the chance to advance towards France, 
Rent-a-van in Japan, where I joined the monarchs,
My big grin in Berlin felt akin from my stance.

the sheer number of folks who made contribution
In a rather ambiguous fashion:
People who raised me, people who fed me,
Those who amaze me and those who might dread me,
For close ones around me there’s no substitution,
For they give me my inner passion.
Friends I can count on, not due to my wealth,
It’s them whom I owe my good psychical health.
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Please note that this list here is not comprehensive,
It’s not an acknowledgement section.
The number of people worth praise is extensive,
And were I to do so it’d be quite expensive,
Officials would show their objection.

As a very last note, one must keep in mind
The Swedish arrangement turns out very kind.
They gave me their money (the amount was not modest),
They gave me computers, they gave me a suite,
They gave me a screen and – again – not the smallest,
The desk’s ergonomic, and so is the seat.

My backbone, now capable to fully bend,
I have nothing to moan, but there is no end.
I just cannot help but annunciate the gains
That were implemented in many domains.
I’ve been in brave hands and they turned out benign.
I’d do it again, tell me where I should sign.
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